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Saudi Arabia, Madrid, Jordan, Bahrain,
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My first literary and physical contact with Francisco Javier Velilla came through his 

first novel, Ni una puta foto. I suddenly found that a boy from my town, of whom I 

only knew his last name, came to my bedside table to stay and live on the shelves 

of my office, enmeshed forever in my networks. It happened that I was invited by 

a third party to the presentation of his book in Libertad 8 Café, the same day that 

Madrid exhibits all its libertarian artillery in the Gay Pride celebration. So, everything 

foreshadowed the rainbow too, in there, at the beginning of his career as a writer.

Already then I was in front of a man who I felt was slowly floating back up, 

but surely, after a personal collapse, more vulnerable than he was suggesting in 

his adolescent journals, basted in the heat of an openly carnal and frothy puberty.

After Ni una puta foto, Velilla sits on a Turkish chair in his luminous attic to 

undertake a second ascent to the joyful mountain of the books coming out of the 

oven. Now he lands calmly, knowing where to direct the steps in this collapsed lab-

yrinth of «egos», and he does it with a compilation of his most intimate confidences 

and prayers: Three Margaritas and thirty-three short stories is Velilla as his most 

solitary and reflective. A tireless seeker of gold nuggets with which to decorate his 

life in Madrid, far from the fairy tales he has lived in Arabia.

Here he shows us a man made of impossible faraway landscapes and loves, 

almost cinematographic, in which, paradoxically, he is the weakest sex; like a leaf 

that dances to any wind while recalculating his GPS route before suffering irrever-

sible damages.

A beautiful aphorism says that there are always flowers for those who want to 

see them, and the title Three Margaritas, is indicative of that obstinacy to look for 

gardens among the rubble, an attitude very typical of the Velilla-writer: collecting 

the flowers on all the contaminated meadows, real or fictitious, that he walks.

He gives us this compilation of experiences, confessions, desires and stories, 

his good work as a discreet and curious observer, entering without fear in the office 

of micro literature, that magma that nurtures the great novels: detail, meticulous-

ness, pigments in the painting that recreate hotel rooms, offices and meeting 

rooms where it smells of Nespresso coffee, a car where orange-scented kisses 

are chewed, the acidic strawberry gum that manifests itself as the only possible 

kiosk of sweets for a child of the desert...

FOREWORD
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It smells irreparably of leather, of the silky and mellow hair of an Arab woman. 

In his debauchery for wanting to share the madness of a thousand and one nights, 

he dares to take us to the limit, almost touching the sensation of loving a woman 

who lives under the rigid veil. The author does not judge, does not open the door to 

any debate - useless, by the way - he only loves and loves beyond his possibilities, 

until he feels «kicked out of paradise». We must celebrate, without a doubt, Javier 

Velilla’s subtle, respectful and courageous point of view, who, in front of such a 

sensitive issue, poses his gaze and his heart of naked man, feverish, in love, out 

of control... Again the generosity of the author flourishes, his lack of ego, when he 

paints himself surrendered and defeated by pure love, and we thank that the manly 

way of expressing love has finally changed forever.

In this introspective journey, the author wanders without much luggage 

through geographical, psychological and emotional scenarios in which he tries to 

understand the pain of loss (that of his wife, because of cancer) and to understand 

himself without her, without the family life that one day suddenly disappeared. 

Velilla shares a jumble of confidences right on the horizon of his life. That line in the 

distance of his Cádiz Ocean, conscious of the narrative that he treasures.

His stories, in short, are projectiles of a mineral and microscopic nature that 

he launches us in peace. Because, as he recognized in the presentation of his 

first novel in Instituto Cervantes in Beirut, «Javier wanted to be a writer (...), he is 

a writer (...), Javier is happy». Happy to know that there are readers on the other 

side of the bed in which he will no longer feel like a lone wolf.

Javier is happy because he has got a voice, a «tempo», a heartbeat for his 

stories, his travels and loves. Happy because he has redirected a train that was 

travelling from one station to another without passengers to carry on.

With Three Margaritas... he gains a space in the bookshelf and opens the 

way for other writers who arrive in this full global, multichannel reality... writers 

who emerge from different platforms, styles, aesthetics, trends and showcases. 

Nothing is the same in the crowded neighborhood of literature. On the «Books 

Avenue», on the red carpet of creation, new authors knock on the door bringing 

small but sweet sips, such as Three Margaritas.

Mª del Mar Gómez Fornés.
Premio Nacional de periodismo Francisco Valdés
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How many words turn a text into literature?
How many do I need to explain what I feel?
I explore the theory of the micro story, I observe, 
I try to learn, understand and feel. I believe in 
the magic of words, more than in the strength of 
numbers. And I know that nothing works the same 
for everyone
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I had never seen Enrique Iglesias on stage before. At his live show in the Formula 

1 weekend in Bahrain, I was trying to decipher the lyrics of Dímelo when she 

planted her black hair, her overwhelming presence and her inexplicable sea scent 

next to me, at the bar where we both were ordering a margarita. She did not 

have local money and the waiter did not want to help her, so I gave her a smile 

and 5 dinars. «I will treat you, if you allow me». «Chévere», she said, smiled 

softly and accepted the drink.

The second margarita was a spectacular coincidence. She was back at the 

bar when I arrived. She spoke to me, almost in Chinese, referring to the waiter: 

«This chamo is a pirate, and with this bululú he cannot even hear me». She let 

me pay for her drink again.

«Are you throwing the dogs to me?», she asked, and I peered into her eyes, 

which were where I wanted to be, to see if I could find the meaning of what she 

was saying, and the explanation for that shudder that was dismantling my spine 

every time she looked at me.

The third margarita was not a coincidence. Neither was the unexpected 

hug, nor the first kiss on her neck, nor those that followed, unleashed, with a 

Caribbean flavour, to that miracle that crossed oceans to give meaning to a life, 

which lasts what one night lasts.

She told me that I had appeared out of nowhere to alebrestar her world, 

to curcurtear her feelings, and although I did not understand it, I did not care, 

because she then whispered in my ear, asked for another date, a third margarita, 

and that I understood, just when I lost consciousness, which I have not yet 

found. «Why are you so out of me and at the same time you’re so inside?» sang 

Enrique Iglesias, from a huge stage that we didn’t look at again.  

  

THREE MARGARITAS
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You smell of inexplicable twists of fate, like immense smiles that make my heart 

beat faster, like eyes that I dare not to name, as green brings bad luck to me 

and should be forbidden as a colour in the eyes; you smell like the songs that 

moisten my eyes as I run by the shores of that warm and undaunted sea, which 

witnesses my memories, every night. You smell like butterflies, yes, why not, 

with that slight flutter that anticipates a change of direction.

You smell of what is beyond the darkness, the light that brings oxygen, 

bread and water. Like anticipated kisses that will arrive, by surprise, and will 

shiver down our spines.

You smell like blond hair. You smell like the morning of the day that has 

not yet arrived but gives me strength to end my day today, another day.

 

YOU SMELL LIKE TOMORROW
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I tried to learn Arabic with not much persistence and even less enthusiasm. I 

failed, of course, in spite of my excellent teacher, Ahmed, who tried to instruct 

me, always smiling and willing, an Arab splashed with Egyptian accents and 

words that my local friends criticized in a subtle way and with some condes-

cending smiles.

I have forgotten almost everything. But you taught me a word, with Me-

diterranean scent, that I will never forget: Whahashtik? (Do you miss me?)

Whahashtik? 

WHAHASHTIK?
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Today I say goodbye to Bahrain, a small country that seems to be the dream of 

a restless architect after an overindulgent dinner. A long bridge connects Arabia 

with Bahrain, which is an island, and also an escape route for those of us who 

live in Arabia. After that border on the sea there is alcohol, music, movies, 

parties, and women without abayas and with their faces uncovered. In Bahrain 

everything is contradictory, dirty and messy, the luxury and the sordid mix in a 

cocktail that made me feel dizzy from the first day and that has never stopped 

provoking a bit of rejection.

Here I have lived some interesting moments and surreal and unrepeatable 

parties. I have met amazing people, many human beings with complicated his-

tories who are looking for a better life. But in this place that I find inhospitable, 

I have undoubtedly experienced the best moment of my two years in the Middle 

East, and that is why my respect for this place will last forever.

If you ever go to Bahrain, visit a place called La Fontaine, a place that mixes 

art and food and drinks, a place that does not look like Bahrain or Arabia. It is 

better to go there in spring or autumn. Have a drink on the patio next to the 

big fountain. Maybe you can still feel how happy I was in that place, drinking a 

tequila with green reflections. A place I will never go back to, but if you can, do it.

GOOD BYE, BAHRAIN
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Time does not break.
Time breaks us up.
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SUMMER BUS

«Bring your swimsuit tomorrow».

Raúl waited for Sara’s reaction. She seemed to hesitate a little and after two 

seconds smiled lightly, turned her gaze on the console buttons and pressed the 

knob that opens the door of the mini bus. She didn´t say anything.

«Instead of coming here we could go to the Laguna de Peñalara, or to one 

of the streams where you can swim. I know a couple of very good ones in the 

Sierra».

The click-clack of the emergency lights was Sara’s response this time, 

who seemed for a moment to broaden the angle of her smile, without taking 

her eyes off the wheel.

«Or if you want we can take the road to Valencia, or Cullera, if you prefer 

less cold waters».

«See you tomorrow, Raúl».

Her voice sounded fun, showing no annoyance and no hint of malice, and 

he got off the bus like every morning to step into the air conditioned protection 

of his company building. August in Madrid secures a merciless heat and the 

general disbanding of most of the other seven colleagues who share the company 

bus every day. For three days, due to business trips of those who have already 

enjoyed their vacations in July, Raúl makes the trip alone, in the eighteen-seat 

mini bus Sara has been driving for a month. Sara is not very talkative, so profes-

sional and focused on her job, although in the last two days they have engaged 

in conversation and Raúl already knows where she lives, that before becoming a 

bus driver she worked in a hospital as an assistant and that she has a boyfriend 

who is personal trainer in a gym in Alcobendas. She lives with her parents, is 

twenty-nine years old, has brown eyes and hair, is always suntanned, and has a 

nose that looks like the result of plastic surgery, asymmetrical cheekbones and 

a rare smile that has defeated Raúl.

At eight o’clock in the morning, Raúl waits at the corner of Ayala and 

Velázquez streets, with his computer in his backpack and the grogginess of the 

newly released morning still tangled in his hair.
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«Hello Sara, good morning», says Raúl before the noise of the mechanism 

that opens the door is completely extinguished.

«Hello», Sara answers from the protection of metal-framed sunglasses that 

she had not worn until today.

The movement of the mini bus does not inspire Raúl, who for the first time 

in the last days cannot find a way to start the conversation, and gets engrossed 

in ElPais.com, on his mobile.

At the first red light, on the idling engine, Raúl listens to Sara’s voice, and 

it takes a second or two to comprehend the message, to articulate the sound 

and make sense of the phrase.

«Where are we going?»

And when he looks up from the morning news, he sees, next to the gear 

lever, a small backpack that had never been there before. The backpack is open 

and it does not take more than a second to see the top of a yellow bikini.

Raúl instinctively moves his left hand and puts it on his backpack, which 

rests on the seat next to him. A hand that feels through the black fabric, trying 

to identify, between the profile of the computer, the charger, the case of his 

glasses and the water bottle, the blue swimsuit that he took last night from the 

drawer of the swimsuits and summer towels. The blue swimsuit that he left 

again this morning in the drawer, before leaving for the morning heat in Madrid, 

before meeting Sara’s smile, who takes advantage of the long red light to turn 

around and look at Raúl, smiling like never before until today, now without her 

sunglasses, to say again:

«Where are we going?»
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DON BENITO

It’s New Year’s Eve, again, and I slowly repeat every year’s script: hurry breakfast, 

warm-up, San Silvestre race, shower, beers and tapas until five, cocktails until 

eight, shower again to clear the confusion of so many laughs, so much noise and 

so much alcohol, family dinner, midnight chimes and grapes, inevitable tears, 

Champaign, more tears and go back home to release the new year in a bed that 

whispers and embraces me, without judging, in the ocean of my contradictions.

This year everything is the same, but different. I have an eye on the ca-

lendar, counting the days left to return to the desert, and another in the family 

landscape that surrounds me, while at every moment I try to imagine that you 

are here with me, and I try to fit you into this world that only by anticipating 

your presence shines as ever, sprinkled with new options, nonsenses that seem 

possible, winks and smiles that will explain everything, or at least so I want to 

imagine.

It’s my sixth San Silvestre race. The sun shines in this spring winter, I have 

already reached the pace I was looking for when we arrive to Plaza de España 

and pass the Municipal Palace; you are running by my side, one step behind, I 

hear your breathing, calmer than mine. Then I see your face among the public 

that cheers us up in Villanueva street, by the Church, almost about to peek 

into the square again, surrounding the House of Culture where a few days ago 

I presented my novel. You smile indolently at the door of Pedro’s eternal bar, 

which is no longer there. Peering from a balcony, waving a black and blue scarf, 

four floors above the fashion shop called Next, already on the Main Avenue. 

You wink an eye when I pass by Caja Rural Bank, when I squeeze in my last 

sprint before reaching, exhausted, the finish line in the Plaza. It is you who gives 

me a complimentary T-shirt that rewards the effort, and the one that holds out 

a bottle of fresh water that brings me back to life, next to the fountain in the 

center of the Plaza.

You are everywhere, and you fit, and I just want to have you on the phone 

to tell you how good you fit in Don Benito, how much you accelerate my pulse, 
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my desire to live another New Year’s Eve, and another one, and another one; 

that I need to hear your voice and those impossible words that you whisper and 

hopelessly conquer every corner of this tired body that is no longer so tired, 

that shinny laugh that shakes me, that makes me dizzy, like the distance that 

separates us and that now It seems to not exist while I drink and drink and 

everyone around me tells me how good I look, how happy I seem to be. I thank 

them and regret a little that I am the only one who can see you today. Your eyes 

tell me that it does not matter and we dance a little while I rush my last drink 

and I admire once again how lucky I am that you’ve entered my world and put 

it all upside down.

I am already counting the days for the next New Year’s Eve to arrive and 

for you to be here for real, for the first time, again, so that you can see, up close, 

how beautiful Don Benito is when you are with me.
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Eight months ago I took you out of my life. I could not stand what you had 

turned me into, an insipid shadow in your daily routines, an irrelevant reluctance, 

a painful and cruel almost nothing, after the love, the passion, the dream that 

fed me for so long, had died away. A dream which filled every second of every 

minute of every hour of each of our days.

Eight months ago I asked you not to talk to me, to erase me completely, 

to eliminate me once and for all. I left eight months ago.

Eight months ago you stopped addressing me, you erased me completely, 

you eliminated me once and for all. You left eight months ago.

Today I understood, looking at the water that flows in front of me, not to 

return, that it is eight months since I am expecting a call, a message, a gesture. 

Today I looked, overwhelmed, at a photo that we took on that unforgettable trip, 

in front of another sea. I saw our smiles and our happiness, which overflowed 

the corners of the image, and my eyes flooded with unexpected and bitter tears.

Today I understood everything, and discover, terrified, that I do not regret 

repentance.

EIGHT MONTHS
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That hour of the day, between what’s ending and what’s starting, between 

yesterday and tomorrow. Orange and blue. 

Yeah, yeah... I know it’s just a sunset. 

SUNSET
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One day I walked through the streets of Chipiona behind two ladies, already up 

in years, that with their peculiar and exaggerated Cádiz accent, unfortunately 

impossible to reproduce here, spoke (shouted, actually) of a third lady, absent at 

that time, that as far as I (and anyone who was less than 200 meters away) could 

discern, was entangled in problems with Alzheimer’s. The lady who dressed in 

green tones said to the one in white:

TOXIC FRIENDSHIPS
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-The Chari. The Chari now they say she has Alzheimer’s. Hahaha! Al-

zheimer? What the hell is Alzheimer? The Chari is «shosheando». «Shosha», 

«Shosha» of all life, so much Alzheimer’s, so much Alzheimer’s...

And her friend said yes, and they both laughed because nobody was going 

to come to mess with them with new and foreign words to define something 

that popular wisdom had already named, and very effectively, so many years 

ago. And the women from Cádiz laughed even of Alzheimer’s, as mandated by 

tradition and popular songs.

My older brother is, at times, a surprising fountain of wisdom. In addition 

to his well-known ability to name any tree or bird that you can point out in 

Spain (and many foreign countries), he recently explained to me a rumination 

that inevitably reminded me of that of the chipioneras in a Cádiz summer, not 

too distant. My brother told me about toxic friendships.

«Toxic friends, they call it now. What the fuck are toxic friendships. Dou-

chebag! Pure assholes who now they want us to call differently. So much of toxic 

friendships, so much of toxic friendships..».

When I walk by the sea I reflect on life, words and everything around 

me, dead or alive, and today I have realized that my brother is right. I am still 

entangled in three of those toxic friendships, three assholes who have consumed 

and consumed an energy that I could use in something much more productive. 

And with the decision to want to do it, I officially begin my detoxification today. 

Because if you really do not want it, you will never disengage.

And before returning home I end my reflection of the day admitting, 

inconsolably, that I am also a toxic friend, a fucking asshole, for some who are 

out there wondering why they do not detoxify from me. My recommendation... 

a walk along the sea and a good (virtual) kick in my ass.
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I want to receive a letter, hand written, on a folded paper, inside a traditional 

envelope, a heavy letter with a lot of words, not less than a thousand, a letter 

that smells of your perfume, that starts with a «I miss you» after the inevitable 

«Hi, Javier», a letter that arrives by mail, of course, that is hidden among those 

that come from the bank, the phone line provider and my insurance company, 

in that mailbox which is crying out for something more than advertising and 

corporate correspondence. A letter that sheds feelings (yours) and in which I 

am the protagonist, that reviews everything that I have been for you and that 

anticipates what I’m going to be, what we’re going to be, now that I’m back, now 

that I breathe again and I have no doubts; a letter in which each paragraph begins 

with my name, and ends with yours, sprinkled with inevitable smiles, winks and 

sighs: a love letter. I want to receive a love letter that makes me cry, of joy too, 

and that ends with a «I love you» that comes out of your soul, or better, with a 

«Te amo» that does not embarrass you, that shakes us up, that reminds us how 

much we love each other, despite the millions of kilometers that separate us.

I want you to write me a love letter.

A LOVE LETTER
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I want to kiss you and it’s only six o’clock in the morning,
The new light does not muffl e the loneliness of my room,
The huge void in my huge bed.
I want to kiss you. And for you it’s only fi ve in the morning.
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It was me who proposed the game to David, 

just a year ago. October 6th is our anniversary, 

the day we decided to live together and move 

to this apartment on Huertas Street, which 

has been our home for three years now. «We’re 

going to colour our kisses», I said. And from that 

day we were assigning colours to our feelings, 

to our gestures, to our dreams and caresses, to 

our hours, to our moods, to everything that was 

between us, with no more limit than our mutual 

presence.

David enjoys the game even more than I 

do, and when he gets home every day, after lea-

ving his wallet and his keys and his cell phone in 

the wicker basket that adorns the small table in 

the hall, he comes to me, places his hands on my 

amber hips, sinks his nose into my taupe brown 

hair, and looks for my lips gently; he kisses me 

slowly and in a few seconds his tongue enters 

my mouth and then he says «you taste of old 

gold, or pistachio, red beetroot or green pear ... 

», every day a different colour, a new flavour. He 

hugs me as if he wants to get me inside his body 

and asks «What do we do?» We force ourselves 

into the street in search for tapas, a dinner, a 

movie, a theatre play or a walk through the 

neighbourhood, holding hands. And we keep 

painting our feelings in colours that we find in 

our daily routine.

BESOS DE COLORES
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Today I’ve put up my hair and wear some 

old tight jeans, my eternal All Star, ramshackle 

and fragile, and a white T-shirt from Pull & 

Bear, which says «Walk Away» in huge black 

letters, on the front and the back. The jean jac-

ket is hanging on the back of one of the lounge 

chairs, oblivious to everything. I wait for David 

and already feel the presence of his hands on 

my skin, trespassing the cotton of the shirt and 

jeans, and the anticipated contact brings the 

taste of bitter acorns to my mouth, which lingers 

for hours. I anticipate his endless kiss, and my 

mouth is flooded with Veronese green, or maybe 

it’s old brass. I know that his hug will be, one 

more day, an explosion of grey anthracite, Payne 

grey, blackboard, lead...

I have put everything I need in two suitca-

ses, I do not leave anything relevant behind me. 

David blurs already in a cloud of wheat-coloured 

powder, or maybe it’s papaya. I’m not sure and I 

do not want to turn around to look at him again.

October 6th is our anniversary and on my 

lips there is a Sevilla Red’s kiss that is seeking 

for an owner since the blue Prussian day in 

which my love ran out.

It’s almost six o’clock in the evening of 

October 6th.
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Why do we fade? 

Why do we disappear from the memories of 

others, from their priorities?

 Why sometimes there is no consolation and it 

hurts to breathe, to look at the sea, to look at your face?

 How many times have you wanted to escape, 

start from scratch, and erase your trail? 

How many times did I have to ask you to leave me 

so that you would do it, so that you would disappear?

 How many times have you thought of me today?

 Do you want to know how many times have I 

thought of you, today? 

Guess.

 

HOW MANY TIMES?
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Sometimes I walk the streets of my city listening to a playlist of my favourite 

songs, an eclectic collection of styles, languages and tempos. In that list there 

are at least ten songs that make me cry. I cannot help it. Whenever one of those 

ten songs is on, wherever I am, the tears overfl ow the limits of my eyelashes and 

reach my cheeks without showing any shame. 

Nobody looks at me when I cry, nobody notices those tears that cross my 

face, leaving a colourless trail that smells a bit like basil. Last Friday, when the 

day was coming to an end, it happened to me in the middle of Calle Alcalá. At 

the traffi c light next to Manuel Becerra square the tears were already reaching 

my chin, and surrounded as I was by at least fi fteen people waiting like me to 

cross the street, none of them showed the least interest by the fi ght I was having 

against my unexpected shudder, I experienced an unusual moment. I suddenly 

felt the pulse of the city under my feet, the passionate freedom that surrounded 

me, the years, many or few, that I have left to live without you, the sky that still 

shone through the merciless veil of smoke and noise, the implacable sun that 

was already beginning to surrender, and the taste of your last kiss. 

I smiled, behind my curtain of tears. 

The rainbow is a curious, fascinating, magical phenomenon. Rain and 

sun simultaneously and suddenly the miracle of its impossible form appears, 

its imposing and ephemeral presence, so beautiful and perfect, conquering the 

fi rmament without hesitation. On Friday, at that traffi c light, I mixed tears, a 

smile and your memory, and my eyes were dressed in colours, covered for a few 

seconds by two impossible rainbows; the smell of basil vanished suddenly and I 

only smelled you, and I only saw you, through the colour palette that framed my 

eyes, while the tears dissipated little by little and, with them, those bow Irises 

ephemeral and new, unique, magical, mine. And yours. 

On Friday I smiled, behind my curtain of coloured tears, and I saw you. 

RAINBOW
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There is always a desert to cross. And I, who 
begin to understand the dimension of mine, so 
overwhelming, am ignoring it at the moment 
with a half-smile. I know well that nothing lasts 
forever, that there is no point in blaming fate, 
I know that the answers are always within 
oneself, that there is no one who can breathe for 
us, that our heartbeat is non-transferable, that 
life is very unfair or very pretty, depending on the 
day. And that people pass, that everyone in our 
life ends up fading, disappearing, and that at the 
end, always, we are left alone.
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Her grandmother was the one who discovered the magic of her hands, when 

Julia was five years old. She asked her to wash them before eating, and when she 

took them between hers to check if they were clean, sometimes felt an intense 

and pungent cold, as if the girl had just taken them out of a bucket of ice water. 

One summer day she understood: that afternoon Julia’s hands were not clean, 

but they were almost frozen in contact with her grandmother’s, who took just 

one more week to prove her theory, fascinated: when Julia was lying, her hands 

cooled unavoidably, deeply and surprisingly.

Doctor Echeverría’s office was like that of any oncologist: aseptic, imper-

sonal, clean and cruel. It had no windows, no pleasant memories, no pictures 

of smiling or serious humans for that matter. Julia knew it by heart, after two 

years of monthly consultations, to review analytical results that send or take you 

away from the next treatment, the next stage of the illness, the next birthday 

of your children, of your parents. Two years of sympathetic looks, panicking, 

little joys, hope, despair. Doctor Echeverría told Julia everything, millimeter 

by millimeter, the inexorable advance of the disease, the imminent defeat, the 

tunnel that was already waiting for them, without blinking, without hesitation, 

accurate and professional. Julia wanted to know how many months, the doctor 

did not want to answer, but he did it indirectly, without committing himself; 

oncology is not an exact science, each person is different from the others, you 

can never be sure. Three months.

Andrés woke up when Julia entered the room. He had slept two hours and 

had dreamed of a green harvester crossing a field of wheat under a relentless sun. 

At times he was at the controls of the machine, at others observing from the 

edge of the field, protecting himself with a white handkerchief from the dust 

caused by the big machine’s continuous movement. He knew he had a fever 

again, his eyes and throat itched, he wanted to drink and go back to sleep, but 

Julia was already sitting on the edge of the bed, looking at him, ready to review, 

as she did every day, the doctor’s last comments, latest figures available, in the 

silence of room 210.

COLD HANDS
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Julia took Andrés’ hands in 

hers and spoke, softly, with a calm 

smile, looking directly into his eyes, 

which receded into the slumber of 

fever and insufficient rest. «All 

good, the parameters are good, 

within the expected. We continue 

with the treatment, as planned. The 

doctor is happy». Andrés wanted to 

close his eyes again, to get back on 

that harvester that made so much 

noise, which raised so much dust. 

Before falling asleep he squeezed 

Julia’s hands and, without releasing 

them, he consoled himself in the 

cold that they transmitted to him, 

relieving his fever a little, dimini-

shing the burning of his skin. He 

liked the sensation and abandoned 

himself to sleep, smiling, sure that 

she had just taken them out from a 

bucket full of water and ice.  
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It’s been a long time since I wrote a letter to you, since I don’t think deeply 

about you, without distractions. A long time since I do not value what you have 

been and what you still are in my life. A long time since I don’t ask for your 

forgiveness, since I don’t kiss you with passion, or squeeze you the way you like, 

since I do not explore your tongue with mine, caress your hips, tickle you in the 

back. It’s been a long time without saying how much I love you, how miraculous 

it is that what I feel for you had survived these years of children, problems, 

exhausting work, many sacrifices, all of them crushing us without compassion, 

pulling us apart unintentionally. Too long since I do not tell you how amazing 

your body is, unrelenting winner against the passage of time and four births. 

After everything you gave us, forgetting about yourself in a systematic and 

meticulous way, every minute, every hour of the day, of each day of this marriage 

and this family that are the only reason of your life.

A LETTER FOR A SPOUSE

Extracted from the Epilogue of the novel Ni Una Puta foto 
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I do not have a magic cloak that hides me from the sight of others, I do not need 

potions, spells or magic wand touches. Invisibility is part of me, it caresses me 

gently and fi rmly controls the way I walk through a part of my life, leaving no 

trace, every day of my existence.

Being invisible is not easy. The looks that cross through you, that tunnel 

into your body without making noise, without raising a speck of dust and wi-

thout hurting, actually sting. Transparency, irrelevance, the nothingness that is 

the essence of my current state are all annoying.

Being invisible disappoints. It is frustrating to fail in every search for a 

visual contact, again and again, to not appear on anyone’s radar, to not exist, not 

having the slightest chance to awaken a pinch of interest, a fl ash of attention, 

perhaps an unexpected or involuntary smile, fresh and surprising.

I am invisible one hour a day. I can jump, run, throw myself on the fl oor, 

bend, gesticulate, dance, turn around, I can make any movement, however 

eccentric, and nobody looks at me, nobody sees me, nobody gives me an atom 

of attention. Every day I go to the gym at seven in the evening, and I am 

surrounded by men and women who sculpt their bodies, sweat and relate, in 

their own way, and I become invisible without remission, transparent, empty. 

It’s like dying an hour a day, every day. I just want to check if I can be heard. 

I wonder what will happen this afternoon when I get off the elliptical and say 

something to the dark haired girl who puts her hair up in a powerful ponytail 

and wears multi-coloured tights, the woman who runs on the treadmill every 

day, by my side, and who still has not seen me, protected as I am by my intimate 

invisibility, by the insignifi cance of my existence, of my ridiculous presence in 

shorts, technical knit shirt and white cotton socks, all, apparently, invisible too. 

How immensely frightened the girl with the thick black ponytail is going to be 

when the elliptical bicycle that is next to her, always empty, says: «Hi, what’s 

your name?»

I AM INVISIBLE
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Some people tell me that I am negative. «Gloomy», she called me once, to my 

face, a married woman who wanted to get into my bed but did not get in when 

invited. I understand happiness and sadness as a roller coaster ride (up and 

down), and I despair because I do not reach the right ratio: Let’s see, I should 

be «up» as much time as I am «down», right? Hell, I’m not. 

Nowadays I’m walking through the low areas of that mountain, for several 

reasons, all good, all debatable, all changeable. I see black clouds in whatever 

direction I look; I sigh, I look again and the clouds have not gone away. 

I know that this can be fixed, and I know how: I just need a long hug, one 

of those tight hugs that releases a ton of endorphins. I just need a kiss, one of 

those light kisses, endless, that seal your lips carefully, tracing the profile of your 

mouth, over and over again, biting slowly, caressing the corner with the tip of 

the tongue, with the tips of the tongues. And I know who I want to hug and 

kiss me. And it’s not working, either. 

Soon I’ll be up again, even if it’s for a second, and I’m sure I will not go 

out on the street to tell everyone about it. But you, because you love me, you 

will know. 

BLACK CLOUDS
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I will write you a letter one day. The letter will start like 

this: «You turned my heart upside down, you changed 

its colour, you unveiled a new world , where the 

impossible is possible, like in a kids’ movie, where time 

stopped 20 years ago».

These will be the last words of my letter: «I love you».

I’m only a traveler, someone who is always questioning. 

You are my answer.
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Fran, the Writer, arrived an hour before the store closed. He collected bracelets, 

which he piled on his right wrist: leather bracelets, coloured, thread, rope... 

always made by hand, each bought in a different country, each one a memory 

of his trips, that he tied near the hand he wrote with. The store was called 

«Dreamy Designs», had a view to the sea and was located towards the end of El 

Akhtal El Saghir Street, very close to the airport, and had been recommended 

to him in a street stall in Byblos the previous afternoon when he was running 

away from the countless stores for tourists who, like him, invaded the almost 

timeless city. He had 15 hours left in Beirut, before taking the plane that would 

return him to his home in Madrid. The store was small, square, with a glass 

counter almost in the middle, stuffed with finished bracelets, others half done, 

in front of the chair where Malak sat, the Beirut girl who handmade bracelets 

with leather, thread, rope; bracelets to tie memories near the hand the Writer 

wrote with. The whole store seemed lined with bracelets, necklaces, rings and 

earrings. All the walls, except the one on Malak’s back, were dripping with the 

craftsmanship of the Beirut girl.

She was drawing on her sketch book, and did not take her eyes from her 

work as the Writer watched her, all the attention focused on her brown hair, 

which fell smoothly below both sides of her shoulders. Malak was wearing worn 

white All Stars, black jeans and a short sleeved white t-shirt with black trim 

at the ends and on the neck, and large letters that read «Nap Queen», on her 

chest. When Malak looked at the Writer, two huge green eyes, protected by 

impossible eyelashes, turned off the lights of the store and in the street, switched 

off the sound of the sea and the senses of the Writer, who stopped breathing 

while looking for a word to break the silence that occupied the entire space 

of the store, pushing the bracelets, necklaces and rings to another dimension.

On the wall behind Malak there was only an unfinished wooden panel, 

about fifteen by thirty centimeters, in which she had drawn three girls on their 

backs, wearing white short-sleeved dresses, their hair pulled up in asymmetrical, 

BEIRUT GIRL
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funny ponytails, topped with white ribbons that challenged the law of gravity. 

The endless necks seemed to draw unlikely smiles, without lips, ironic and sweet, 

which was not difficult to imagine.

«I would like to buy that piece», said Fran, signaling with a gesture the wall 

behind her. Malak’s eyes rested for ten interminable seconds on each corner of 

his face. «It’s not for sale», she said in a voice so sweet that he thought he had 

dreamt it. Fran waited to see how long she held his gaze. And Malak did not 

take her eyes from his. He smiled helplessly and said at last «Give me a chance, 

please». The Beirut girl got up slowly, like a lazy cat, and the Writer discovered 

that the t-shirt ended above her navel, which shone like a black diamond for a 

moment, just in the time it took her to say «I’ll give it to you, if you guess which 

of the three girls I am».

At nine o’clock they left the store, bought Lebanese red wine, cheese and 

whole wheat bread, two apples and two oranges and rode her dilapidated white 

Clio, as she promised Fran the best view of the stars in the sky of Beirut. At 

midnight, camouflaged among pine trees in the mountains that protect the city, 

they had already gone through the memories of their last years, had memorized 

the angles of each other’s faces despite the darkness that surrounded them, held 

the world with their hands intertwined and suddenly remembered that there 

was a sky full of stars to look at. The wooden panel with the drawing of the 

three girls rested in the back seat, waiting for the Writer to make his bet. They 

scrutinized the sky in a silence dotted with words, lying on a black blanket that 

appeared as if by magic from the trunk of the Clio, wrapped in another blanket, 

a blue one, which must have come from the same place. They sipped the wine, 

ate the cheese in small pieces, nibbled the same apple laughing like children, 

kissed like wingless angels, sharing the air they breathed, without separating 

their lips more than two centimeters, and loved each other without consolation 

until they fell asleep, and a little later the sun behind the pines brought them 

back to planet earth.

They peed beside the car, at the same time, helplessly laughing, and dis-

covered in the morning’s first kiss the vestigial flavor of wine, cheese and apples 

in their mouths, and in the absence of brushes and toothpaste they kissed even 
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more and quickly ate the fruit that they had until their kisses tasted of orange, 

and loved each other again because they were running out of time and the Writer 

had to catch a plane and guess which of the children the Beirut Girl was.

«How will I know if I’m right or not?» He asked. «You’ll know», Malak 

replied, «Trust me». Fran took the wood in his hands, but looked at the sea, 

which had just woke up, and at her, who looked back at him, with those green 

eyes that already shone like jades without setting. «You’re the child in the mi-

ddle» he said, without hesitation.

Malak gently took the tablet from his hands and turned it slowly. On the 

other side, the hidden one, the one that kissed the wall in the bracelets shop, the 

three girls had faces, gestures and eyes, they looked smiling at the artist who had 

put them there forever, from the distance of the years that will not come back. 

The eyes of the girl in the middle were green, like jades without setting. «You 

see?» Said the girl from Beirut, «I told you that you would know».

At ten-thirty that morning, Malak peeked into the street to say goodbye 

to the plane bound for Madrid that flew in front of her, indolent and proud, 

obscene in its power and its roar, oblivious to her and her world.

An instant later Fran hugged the Beirut girl from behind, embracing her 

chest with his arms, and his lips rested on the nape of her neck, unprotected, 

exposed beneath the two playful pigtails into which Malak had collected her hair 

when they came down from the mountains. Then he turned her slowly, until he 

could see her jade eyes and confirm that she was still the child in the middle of 

the drawing. The Beirut Girl kissed the Writer, and the world stopped again, 

while the plane was moving away from them, over the Mediterranean Sea.
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After seeing the worst of evil

And surviving what cannot be named,

He went to live in the great country where the sun always shines,

Looking for peace, starting over, maybe finding

Someone to dream with,

Or with whom to cross

The desert that never ends.

A few months passed and he understood

That finding the love of a woman

Could not be, that there is no place for that in the country

Where nothing worthwhile is allowed.

One day in April, at the end of the month,

The girl with green eyes and honey coloured hair

Turned to him and said, 

“Fran do not stop looking,

There is much more than what you see.

The veils cover but they cannot stop

The love that I feel for you.

Better not talk to me anymore, let no one see what you mean to me.”

Fran hesitated without answering, looked carefully around

And could only see her green eyes and her hair with the colour of the 

sun.

“I don´t know if you can see it, Malak,

But behind me there is a man who wants to love

And you are what I never imagined,

An absurd dream, a sin, an illusion,

Just tell me what you want from me.”

SAY YES
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Malak looked at Fran and could see

What he said and much more.

She said “I don´t know if I can understand or separate

The dream apart of sad reality,

But what I do know is that I don´t want to lose you.”

“Malak,” said Fran,” If you want, say yes,

And I promise you that everything will be fine,

That there will be no borders that stop us,

No rules that define what you and I can do or not do.”

Malak closed her eyes and without thinking

Said “Fran, take my hand and tell me

If you can feel

The beat of my heart, and if you want me then say yes,

So I will teach you how a woman loves

her man in this place, I promise that I will love you

Until the end of everything that is.”

One Friday in May Fran and Malak crossed the border,

They climbed into the sky hand in hand and nothing could stop

Their desire to fly, and there they stayed two days

That did not seem to end,

In a world where they no longer existed

Neither good nor bad.

But the two had to come back, and someone saw them dreaming,

Holding hands, in a bad place.

Alarms went off and the world stopped

For both, in a cruel way

And Malak knew there was nothing that she would not lose.
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She said “Fran, now I know I was wrong,

In this country the veils do not let love,

I’ve been so innocent, so reckless,

I don´t know how to finish, before the sand covers me forever

And I die without anyone seeing me dying.”

Fran could not help but cry and said

“If you want me, say yes, and I promise you

That everything will be fine.

You said that you would love me until the end,

Please do not tell me now

That this is the end,

We have only just begun,

We have so many dreams, so much life to reveal.

Let me take you to the country that is beyond

And I promise you that everything will be fine,

That you will not regret it.”

But Malak turned around and covered

Her honey hair with a veil, her green eyes full of tears

She did not let fall

and asked Fran

That he would leave forever, that he would not call her anymore,

“If you love me,” she said, “promise me you will not come back,

That you are going to leave me here, in this place where I will never be 

able to fly.”

And Fran said yes,

He gave her a “never again” and then added

“But if you want, tell me you will not forget,

That deep down I’m not leaving, that I’ll be

By your side, in that green world that you let me see,
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That day when we crossed the border and everything could be

Before reality killed it all

Except what I feel for you.”

Malak looked at Fran and could see

What he said and much more.

She said “I don´t know if I can understand or separate

The dream from sad reality.

But what I do know is that I don´t want to lose you.”

One Friday in May Fran and Malak crossed the border,

They climbed into the sky by the hand and nothing could stop

Their desire to fly, and there stayed two days

That did not seem to end,

In a world where they no longer existed

Neither good nor bad.
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What do you see when you look at the world through green glass?

You see a green world, of course, equal but different, what a discovery. 

What do you see when you look at the world through green eyes?

You see a world in which there is no gravity, a world where you are floating. 

You see Albert Einstein with his tinted hair, who smiles at you and says 

«I already warned you that everything is relative, I told you so many years ago».

You see Bob Dylan waving from an endless stage, of course he does not 

say a word, but he looks at you and he’s smiling.

You see that place, in the heart of Extremadura, the region I was born, 

where your heart rests and your eyes get wet and you never know why, while 

the sun sets behind the Sierra who watches over everything, since the beginning 

of time.

You see those thin-fingered hands that draw the profile of your fingers, in 

a taxi that is moving but does not advance, because time has stopped in front 

of some psychedelic architecture towers.

You see impossible lips, which are pronouncing forbidden words, which go 

straight to your heart, green too, and mercilessly conquer every corner of your 

body, which trembles, incredulous.

You see the answers to the questions that you have already stopped asking 

yourself. 

You see that everything fits, that everything makes sense, each one of the 

6,000 km that you have traveled until you get here, each of them has a name and 

a surname, and they also look at you, smiling, as in this green world everybody 

smiles at you. 

When you look at the world through green eyes you discover that green is 

not the colour of the impossible.

When you look at the world through green eyes, you see a green world, of 

course. Different, so different. And you do not want to stop looking.

A GREEN WORLD
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In a very special theatre, waiting for you. Hoping 
that you will sit by my side while we watch the 
lazy sunset behind the stage. Waiting for you to 
hold my hand, without saying a word. Are you 
coming?
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Awad makes his living from a small stall in which he sells trinkets, in a corner 

of old Petra, off the main roads full of tourists. There we spend a good time 

with him, without buying anything, and he offers us a strong and thick tea that 

he keeps warm for those who want to give him a little talk.

He tells us about his life: more than five generations of Bedouins living 

in one of the houses dug out of the rock of Petra. Awad was a soldier, visited 

London and Finland in the seventies in an official mission, buying weapons for 

the Jordanian army. One of his sons is an engineer who studied and got married 

in Spain. Another is a doctor and lives in the U.S. Awad celebrates the cultural 

mix, but laments that his grandchildren do not speak Arabic. He slowly moves 

his head and with the same deep tone of voice with which he expresses himself, 

he says, in his beautiful language, «it is the world that we have to live in». He 

proudly explains how he helps the French archaeologists working in the area. We 

say goodbye with a strong handshake and exchange of phone numbers. Awad 

has an old Nokia that he handles shyly when I call him to have my number 

registered. I still do not know why we have exchanged phone numbers, if we 

are not going to see each other again.

At five o’clock in the afternoon we are on our way back to the hotel. In a 

small tent in the Cardo Máximo there is a small bar where they sell soft drinks. 

Awad is there. I see his frank and sincere smile 10 meters away. He comes to 

the centre of the street, we hug and we hit our right cheeks three times, kissing 

the air, Arab style. He tells me that in December he will send me a Merry 

Christmas message and I say «thank you» and «goodbye» with my right hand 

in my heart, which shrinks a little.

Back at the hotel I look at the pictures with Awad and I understand why 

we have exchanged phone numbers.

AWAD
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After climbing Mount Nebo and taking a look at the roots of our history, from 

the viewpoint that crowns the extraordinary restoration of that magical place, we 

visit Madaba, a city where Orthodox and Muslim Christians seem to live together 

in peace. The church of San Jorge has a spectacular mosaic that justifies the visit.

But my memory of Madaba will be tied forever to the image of a woman 

who begs, framed in a Coca Cola ad that reminds me of other times, full of 

bottle cap races in the park, chocolate donuts that were not wrapped in plastic 

and melted in our mouths, shorts and knees with wounds that never healed 

completely. There is an explosion of colours, but above all I am captivated by 

the energy and dignity that surrounds that woman. Perhaps a reflection of her 

city and the country where she lives. 

MADABA
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ACID STRAWBERRY CHEWING GUM

We entered Petra on a Monday. Our guide anticipated that we would see many 

children begging, and advised us not to give them anything. “They should be 

in school,” he justified with logic that was difficult to challenge.

Only two approached us in the whole day. One of them was a boy, who 

wanted to sell us some trinkets that we did not even look at. We did not even 

stop to deny him with our soft but firm and condescending voices. 

He followed us for a while, shyly and without harassing us. Twenty meters 

away a lady was watching him from the corner of her eye, without moving. He 

asked us for chewing gum. We looked at our guide as if to request permission, 

and with a gesture he said yes. An acid strawberry gum. He put the wrapping 

paper in his pocket and the gum in his mouth, saying nothing. Our guide talked 

to him and after a few seconds the kid pronounced a “thank you” quite audibly, 

in Arabic. I looked at him carefully, for the first time. And then I saw him, I 

discovered the person I was almost running from, embarrassed by all the money 

I had hidden in my pocket, by my Decathlon shirt, by my insipid smile, my 

digital camera and the way I was treating him .

I asked permission to take a photo. He did not even bother to turn to his 

mother. He did not ask anything of me either. He stood still, posing, looking 

at me without blinking, and in his eyes I saw pride, dignity and a little hope. 

Or maybe I imagined it.

I only shot once, I did not want to steal more than one image. I thanked 

him, also in Arabic, and swallowed hard, trying to dispel the bitter aftertaste 

that suddenly invaded my mouth. The same bitter aftertaste that I feel every 

time I look at his photo, which I took a week ago, in exchange for an acid 

strawberry gum.

I did not even ask him his name and I did not say goodbye, but I cannot 

forget him. If you go to Petra and see him ... can you please find out his name?
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I am one of those who believes that behind each person there is a story that 

deserves to be told, that deserves to be read. Sometimes I look at people, on 

the train, on a plane, at the doctor’s waiting room... I watch and imagine what 

is behind that look, that smile or that absence. I almost always find something, 

and I dream of being the lucky one who is going to dust off that story, the one 

who will find  the words and  put them on a piece of paper, so that you can 

know it, too.

On my last trip I observed this woman for fifteen minutes. I was drinking 

tea, she was selling Nabataean antiquities, probably trinkets made in China, 

or maybe not, maybe they were good pieces. I did not want to go near her to 

check it, I did not want to engage in conversation, absorbed in discovering her 

story from the distance.

I stole a photograph of her. With a cowardly magnifying lens, one of those 

that allow you to approach without being seen, without invading another´s space, 

neatly and quickly. I observed and observed, and I have continued to look at 

his image, every day at least once, since I finished the trip and returned home.

I have failed. I have not been able to break the barrier of that impenetrable 

gaze, that hard and dry gesture that does not let me see beyond, inside. I do not 

see the story of this woman I cannot name.

Can you?

NAMELESS PICTURE
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Travel diary.

Jordan. On the desert road, on the way to Petra, we stop for lunch at the 

Karaban Sarai restaurant, and I am surprised that everyone speaks to me in 

Spanish. Ali, who is the owner, explains why: his son, Sotgui, is named after 

his Jordanian grandfather, who studied pharmacy in Salamanca, where he fell 

in love and married Anselma, Ali’s mother.

After an excellent meal we drink coffee, they proudly show me their Spa-

nish passports and tell me that they do not understand what is happening in 

Catalonia, and mention the Constitution they swore to uphold.

I leave the place, a bit disoriented, while Ali shouts “Viva España” and 

“Visca Catalunya” behind me. I say “Viva” without looking back and continue 

on the way to the fortress of Shoubaq, or Monte Real, which is our next stop.

We do not all have to think the same. I live my life on the basis of that 

belief, for me indisputable, and I enjoy the diversity that surrounds me. I work, 

every day, with people from 20 different countries, or more - I lost count - of 

all religions and colours, in a country where there is no freedom and every day 

I discover, again and again, fascinated, that we all are equal, we all are different.

Yesterday we visited the border at the foot of the Golan Heights. An 

infamous and painful fence, proud in its threatening presence, disgusting. There 

it smells of death, hatred and fear. There is still a minefield, waiting, crouching, 

ready to kill again. And looking at that landscape, so difficult to describe, I have 

realised, again, that I do not want more borders.

BORDERS
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The level of security is higher than normal, something is being cooked in the 

sewers of this city that boils and had to be today, of course, the day I least need 

it. The access control to the hotel is reinforced; I repeat the daily liturgy that I 

have lived other times when I arrive at my compound: the review of the bottom 

of the car, the engine, the trunk and the documentation of the driver. Today they 

add the check of my small suitcase and my residence card, which the security 

guard looks at with a reluctance only comparable to the one I show in facilitating 

his work. They do not let us get the car to the front door, and this is indeed 

new and disturbing. My driver gets the car as close as he can and apologizes 

again and again, as if it were his fault; he says «sorry, Sir» with his deep Indian 

accent, until I assure him that it is OK, that the hundred meters that separate 

me from the reception will not kill me, and he finally seems to be calm, but 

the truth is that, damn, I do not want to walk with the forty-nine degrees that 

crush me like a cockroach when I get out of the car and the protection of the air 

conditioning which never stops buzzing. The humidity of eighty-nine percent 

makes it almost impossible to breathe, I clench my teeth in anger while the shirt, 

which seems to burn, sticks to my skin, increasing the sensation of suffocation. 

I start to walk and to sweat and try to appear as relaxed as possible, checking in 

the last step. I am well acquainted with Le Meridien, I have a golden category 

BLACK EYES
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loyalty card and there are two receptionists who call me by my name without 

even opening my passport. But first I have to go through the metal detector and 

cross the main hall where, without great effort, I discover at least three members 

of the hotel security staff, with their headphones in their ears, the spiral cable 

that goes through the neck of their shirts, dark suit and tie, tight muscles and 

murderous look that stares at me, so I want to believe, sure as I am that I carry 

a red light over my head that flickers in huge letters, announcing to the world 

that I am about to commit a crime that is punished, in this hallucinating country, 

with the death penalty. For her and for me, if they discover us committing the 

abominable sin we have planned for the last four weeks, tortured by the desire 

to remove the niqab that covers her entire face, that abaya that hides her body, 

which leaves only sight of her thin, bony fingers, long, well-trimmed fingernails, 

with its light-coloured polish, and only two gold rings, classic and discreet. 

And above all, those black eyes that have imprisoned me in an unreason that 

I still cannot explain, that have pushed me to put my career, my whole life at 

stake, and hers, she that risks everything she has and what she still possesses, 

both of them on a frightening precipice for a night of unspeakable sin, for a 

few hours of love, freedom, and sex, in that hotel room where she waits for me 

in secret, as terrified as I am, reviewing every detail of her alibi, waiting for 

me to knock at the door and asking her God, so ironically, that there be no 

interruptions, shouts, raids, police, outraged husbands, punishment and death. 

And I am certain, inexplicably, that when she removes the veil from her face 

softly, when she releases the hair that she is forbidden to show, when I can caress 

her whole body and see it for the first time, everything will have made sense, 

everything will have been worth it. Dragged by those indescribable black eyes 

that are responsible for everything. Lost without remedy or consolation in the 

deep enormity of those black eyes, that are guilty of everything. 

***

David knows the Middle East like the back of his hand. He ran operations 

in Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran when he was an officer in the Marines, and I know 

for sure that he was very close to ending his days there, in the fucking desert, as 

he says. He was born in Houston like his father, a USAF fighter pilot; his mother 
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is from Astorga, Spain. David speaks perfect Spanish, with a slight Yankee 

accent that sometimes seems out of a B-movie. When my company settled in 

Khobar and started bringing engineers and support personnel from Spain, they 

had to seriously consider how they were going to secure the safety of all of us, 

and then they hired David, who had just retired. We all won the lottery. He has 

access to all the security forums of the multinationals operating in the region, 

inside the closed doors of the U.S. embassy and its secret services, to the clubs 

where the chosen few meet, those who know, those who have a past common 

special operations and counter-espionage, English and American exclusively, 

where they review gossip, warnings, facts, and support when you have to clean 

up the shit that has happened, or is about to happen, with codes and loyalties 

that only they understand. I have been living in Arabia for 10 months and David 

and I have become close friends. We have had to work together in three cases 

that have touched people from my department: one related to alcohol smuggling, 

another about domestic violence and another one who kept me awake for two 

nights, until his secret friends verified, without a doubt, that the pickup truck 

that blocked the way of one of our buses, while others sitting in an SUV were 

watching from the end of the street, was only the joke of some teenagers who 

were playing to frighten our group of expatriates, and not the rehearsal or the 

frustrated attempt of something much worse. I know firsthand how well he 

is doing his job. As part of my safety training David has told me top-down 

precautions to take in terms of entanglement with women in this realm. The 

basic and fundamental norm, repeated endlessly, so obvious that we no longer 

pronounce it: don’t approach a Saudi woman. Do not come even close. You 

can do something with European, American or Filipino women if you follow 

certain basic precautions, although it is always better not to risk and wait until 

the weekend, to cross to Bahrain by the bridge that unites the middle ages of 

Arabia with the 21st century, and escape there with one of the thousands of 

Asian prostitutes who offer their services twenty-four hours a day, or with one of 

the Filipino dependents who are hunting for a second husband who will assure 

them of their future and that of the children left behind with grandmothers 

that do not protest, or try with any American or European, single or married, 
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who is willing to realize the direct or subtle insinuations of the endless game 

of Tinder. Don’t approach an Arab woman. When I asked David about the 

safety of the Le Meridien hotel in Khobar, and I explained to him without 

much detail what I was up to, he pierced me with his blue eyes, hardened his 

square, hard jaw, so accustomed to ordering marines in the line of fire and told 

me slowly, from across the table near her office, «do not do it if she is an Arab 

woman»; I do not know why he knew, so vehemently, why I was not able to hide 

it: perhaps the special operations commandos are trained to read the thoughts 

of the frightened soldiers. «Copy me?» He did not say «did you get it?» He 

said, «Copy me?» Almost whispering, with an unmistakable deathly tone, that 

sounded like orders given to men about to drop behind the enemy lines from 

a helicopter in the middle of the night, and I felt a chill that still lasts when I 

think of my response and the way he scorned my insecure gaze and began to 

review the distribution of the cameras, the time when they change the guard 

shifts in the control room, and the level of security that is applied depending on 

the day, the advice on which elevator to catch and which to avoid in the main 

hall. He insisted that we should choose, without calling attention, two rooms 

on the same floor, but not attached, that we did not ask for room service, to 

take my cell phone with the battery fully charged and an extra power bank. He 

reviewed with me the checkout process for the following day, the waiting times, 

the sequence of movements to ensure a discreet exit and repeated to me three 

times that if something went wrong, no matter what happened, my first call, 

as soon as I could do it, was for him. He no longer insisted on the nationality 

of the woman; he already knew, and told me, to finish the conversation, that I 

was going to a territory where it would be very difficult to help me if something 

went wrong, and asked me, in a different tone, talking to me like when we drink 

margaritas in our favorite Bahrain Mexican restaurant before we end our nights 

of partying at the club where we shamelessly select the Thai professionals we 

close the night with, if she was worth it, if I was sure of it all. I did not know what 

to answer, I had never thought of those black eyes as in a territory, but I liked 

the analogy. I think I shook my head slightly, in an affirmative, vague gesture, 

while I no longer saw David’s face, his smile ironic and worried, his powerful 
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hands crossed on the table, approaching me as if he was about to throw a punch 

at me and leaving me unconscious and tied to a chair in his office, and I could 

only see, once again, those endless black eyes that have been pursuing me for 

months, those brilliant black eyes that are guilty of everything. 

***

Fathma is in some way an outlier, an exception to the behavioral rules of 

this country that I still struggle to understand. I met her during my first week in 

Arabia, in a business meeting held at the service company she works that I have 

to visit every week. She studied in the U.S. and is a supply chain expert who is 

completing a master’s of business administration. She uses the yihab that covers 

the hair of all Arab women, but the tradition of her family has not imposed the 

niqab on her, so I see her round face, pale for the standard of this country. I can 

see her straightforward smile and the way she opens her eyes, exuberant, when 

we struggled with questions about love, personal relationships, divorce, the future 

of this country, the role of Saudi women in the reforms that we are beginning to 

see, while we have a coffee or a tea in her office. We always leave the door open, 

of course, at the end of our weekly meeting, where she is always present, giving 

her opinion when she has to, under the watchful eye of her supervisor, who is 

always respectful to her from his white dishdasha, pristine and perfectly ironed. 

In one of those face-to-face talks I asked Fathma if there were women in Saudi 

who broke the law, who ventured to have sex before marriage. Fathma is not 

scandalized by anything, but never before had I seen her as serious as when she 

explained what she did. She described to me in detail what happened to a friend 

of hers, single, a classmate at university, and how she was found out. How they 

dragged her with her lover, Arabian too, to the police station. The subsequent 

lashes and the refusal of her father to go to release her for three weeks. And the 

hell that followed, her virtual disappearance, her shunning, the apparent end of 

a way of life that was so similar to Fathma’s. Her gaze darkened even more when 

I asked her what would happen to a married woman. She spoke of the death 

penalty as her head moved slowly from side to side, in a denial that did not end. 

She explained to me several times how life can be ended even without dying, in 

this medieval kingdom, and confirmed to me that it happens, that there is always 
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someone who assumes the risk. It is the irony, inconsistency and cynicism of this 

peculiar society, and she looked at me deeply, wanting to know, wanting to ask 

but avoiding a question for the first time since we met. She moved away from 

me as if I were already doomed, with a shadow of terror and of fear on her face, 

so evident that for the first time I had wanted her to be covered by a niqab, not 

to see, not to feel her panic feeding mine. «A foreign man can be saved», she 

concluded. «An Arab woman cannot». And she picked up the coffee cups and 

turned her back on me, and on her shoulders I saw an overwhelming weight of 

centuries that pushed her away from me, this time without a smile, while saying 

«until next week» almost whispering. I got up slowly and closed my eyes for a 

few seconds to catch my breath, to visualize those black eyes that feed me, that 

give me the strength to follow; those black eyes that I already believed, in those 

in which I already saw, those black eyes that Fathma does not know but surely 

she anticipates, those black eyes that are guilty of everything.

***

Ahmed is thirty-two, like me. He was born in a small town near Cairo, 

where his wife and son live. He came to Arabia years ago and for two years he 

has been working in my company, in my very same department. He already calls 

me brother, and every morning we kiss three times on the right cheek, after 

crossing the doors of a friendship that I know for sure will last forever. Ahmed 

is very religious, observes scrupulously all the prayers, the rites, the traditions, 

without a hint of doubt. He recites to me from the Koran frequently, he always 

has a proverb at hand, a saying, a story of the Prophet that illustrates what he 

wants to tell me, especially when we do not agree on something. Ahmed is the 

only one who knows. He has seen me crossing borders with Yasmeen, crossing 

forbidden limits while his level of concern was increasing, always willing to 

give me advice, alerting me of the risks, explaining to me clearly why it was not 

right what we were doing. Yasmeen is married; Ahmed cannot understand what 

is happening to us, but his position is clear: if she really wants me, she would 

have to ask for her husband’s divorce. Ahmed is a mathematician, he always 

reduces everything to percentages. If Yasmeen is sincere and speaks of me to her 

husband there is a 30 percent chance, he told me, that he would kill her at that 
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very moment. If he does not kill her, he will repudiate her, she will be kicked 

out of her house, and he will steal her two children forever. Because Yasmeen 

has two children, and Ahmed, who shows me every day the photos of his, so 

far away, cannot understand. He told me that she, if she really loves me, will 

be thinking about getting married, that if she does not she would behave like 

a prostitute, and he asked me how I felt when I thought she was a prostitute. I 

replied, «Yasmeen is not a prostitute and you know it», and Ahmed shook his 

head in dismay, because I cannot see what is obvious to him. He told me about 

the stoning, possible if they discover us red-handed, at least for her. If we are 

seen by four witnesses, according to the Islamic law that he wants to make me 

understand so urgently. In desperation he begged me that if we were going to do 

this we should go to Bahrain, that we should find a way to see each other there. 

I explained that it was not possible, and he repeated to me, already disconsolate, 

that we should not do it, that she should divorce first, or that I should look for 

someone else. I told him that people fall in love, that every day in Arabia this 

happens to women and men, which he knows, that he has Arab friends who 

do. I told him that Arabia is changing. Then he looked at me as he had never 

done before, and from the depths of his creed, with the weight of centuries, he 

said solemnly «Daniel, Islam does not change», and that sums it all up. He no 

longer wanted to say anything else and was quiet almost with rancor. I let some 

time pass and asked if we were no longer friends, if I had offended him to that 

point, if he was going to report me. «But Daniel», he said in surprise, «you do 

not understand anything. You and I are friends, we will always be, and nothing 

is going to change that. I would never denounce you, it is your decision and if 

something bad happens I will never abandon you, I will support you to the end, 

like the brother you are». Then he looked out the window and told me that he 

still did not understand, pleaded with me to explain again why. And I review 

my memories again and again, I visualize every detail of those hands, those eyes 

that smile at me, beg me, speak to me as if they were a complete human being, 

able to communicate so intensely. I was not able to explain it, my English is 

not so good as to express what I feel, how I got here, and not even in Spanish 

do I find the words, the explanation that justifies myself, I cannot. There is no 
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logic in that endless attraction, in that unstoppable inertia, in the indescribable 

magic of those unusual, unique black eyes, those black eyes that are to blame 

for, those black eyes that are guilty of everything. 

***

Yasmeen has a Nespresso machine in her cubicle. Her salary level does not 

give her the right to have a closed office. She is one of the Saudi employees of 

my company’s Human Resources department who works in an open position, 

in an open space, as we say in our omnipresent English jargon. The labor law 

of this country requires foreign companies to hire a certain percentage of local 

workers. It is necessary to reach a level of «saudization» and the HR department 

makes up a good part of the quota. I am in charge of fifty-two people, so almost 

every week I have to go to see her to solve all kind of problems related to my 

team: it seems that the expatriates and their families are lethargic in this desert, 

everyone gets stuck when there is the slightest difficulty. The coffee that we 

have available, made by the Nepalese waiters distributed on all the floors of our 

offices, really stinks, and the Arab coffee that they offer us all the time is not 

much better. The visits to Yasmeen to say «hello» and to have a coffee shot from 

her machine after lunch were made, without realizing it, a routine that we both 

expected and celebrated almost every day. I did it with a sincere smile, and she 

with an intense shine in her eyes and a light tilt of her head, covered completely 

by all the pieces of the niqab, which to me seemed from the beginning a subtle 

gesture of flirtation. You do not touch a Saudi woman. She won’t shake hands, 

you will not kiss her, and you do not even get too close to her. It’s as simple 

as that. Until she offers you, always with her right hand, that little paper cup 

with the freshly made Nespresso, which you pick up with two hands, to avoid 

accidents, and your fingers rub against hers for a millisecond, which is a little 

longer the following day, and the other, and the other, and the other, until one 

Thursday, anticipating the weekend that starts in a few hours, two long days 

during which there will be no coffees shared, my hands dared to retain hers, 

breaking rules that are not discussed, boldly overstepping into intimacy. In my 

home office in Madrid, this would be comparable to putting my hand on the 
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breast of co-worker right in the middle of the office, so inconceivable is my 

gesture in the country where I live. A hand she did not pull back, a hand that she 

squeezed with her long, thin fingers, silently pleading for something I wanted 

to begin to understand, which I have not stopped exploring ever since. I asked 

for permission to contact her on Whatsapp over the weekend. She said yes. I 

begged her to forgive me, I told her I did not know what was happening to me. 

She did not stop looking at me, saying nothing. I asked her to let me know if I 

offended her, at any moment, in any gesture, to tell me enough, stop, that I did 

not want to do anything against her will. «I no longer have the will», she said, 

«only yours». And the days that followed were witnesses to our delusions, our 

plans, our inexplicable madness. The work related alibi that justifies this hotel 

night that starts now is so fragile, so barely grasped, that my breath stops every 

time I analyze it, every time I review everything that can go wrong, everything 

that can make her husband suspicious, a husband who can halt our plan with just 

one phone call, with a simple check-in that will make everything disappear into 

thin air. We are crazy; there is no other explanation. Something must explain 

this aberration, this leap into the void, this insane pirouette in which we both 

put our lives at risk, she even more than I, who may have a way of escape that 

she does not have, about that we both have an absolute certainty. And I, who 

have never seen what is under that niqab, I already know her face, I know it by 

heart, because her eyes reflect everything, because they are a crystal that gives 

me access to all her interior, a window that she opened the day she held my 

hand without blinking, the day she let her will melt into mine, the day our love 

broke the levees and the walls and the reasons of centuries of history, traditions, 

written and unwritten laws, of eternal and profound fears. The day when her 

black eyes blinded my reason, those black eyes that are only now for me, those 

frightened black eyes that await me, in room 336, those black eyes that are to 

blame for everything

***

My room is 301. Her last message from Whatsapp has confirmed that she is 

ready, waiting, that everything seems to be in order. I am like a caged lion, I have 

showered, I have brushed my teeth three times, I have prepared and compulsively 
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discarded a small bag where I put the tooth brush, my mouthwash, a T-shirt and 

some big and old underpants that I use to sleep, and three condoms that burn 

in my hands. When I almost empty the whole mini bar in the bag (we cannot 

order room service, we cannot leave the room) I suddenly wonder how she will 

pay for the hotel, with which credit card, how she will justify it, and I realize 

that we have not discussed that part. I think how I have taken this for granted, 

how I have been so stupid, and I can only hope that she has it under control, 

because I cannot think anymore, I cannot be rationale. There is a second in 

which I see myself calling my driver and hurrying out of the hotel, jumping into 

the car that I have been assigned, and fleeing back to the impenetrable security 

of my compound, to that apartment where two Filipino nurses have already 

spent two full nights, almost without risk, almost without exposing anything, 

and where ironically Saudi citizens have forbidden access. But the moment of 

doubt dissipates and I leave my room after taking one last look at what I leave 

behind, praying in my own way so that in a few hours I can return safely, pick up 

and leave, or at least only with wounds from the heart, of those who heal with 

sighs, looks, letters, kisses and nights of endless sex in luxury hotels. Only a few 

steps to room 336, I have already verified it in the evacuation plan reflected in 

phosphorescence on the door of my room. I saw where the surveillance cameras 

are when I arrived. I know where I’m going to pretend to sneeze, where I’m 

going to take out the handkerchief to cover my face. David has told me not to 

hesitate, not to let myself be seen through the corridors more than necessary, 

to be quick and not to look at the cameras. I cannot see anyone in the hall. I go 

forward and decide that I will not pretend to sneeze, I feel so ridiculous that I 

prefer to expose my face and hope that down there, in the control room, they 

are doing what they usually do, that is, not paying close attention, that the level 

of security that I have seen on arrival is only a mirage, an alarm that has already 

passed. In front of me already is the door to room 336. My hand strikes softly, 

three times, just as we have agreed. And the three seconds that pass until the 

door opens are the longest of my life, of course, and could not be otherwise. 

Behind the door is Yasmeen. I recognize her by her eyes. I see that there is a face 

surrounding them, a thick, wavy hair that seems almost as dark as they, which 
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frames the passionate glow of those two points of black light, which are projected 

on me. I am not able to appreciate the details, I do not distinguish cheekbones, 

eyebrows, lips, skin, although they are exposed to me, finally, so liberating, so 

sublime. I only see her black eyes, those black eyes that do not stop looking at 

me, pleadingly, those black eyes that I keep looking at, begging a word. Those 

black eyes that I drill with mine as I enter the room, slowly moving my arms 

looking for a hug that will be the first, because I want to feel Yasmeen stuck 

to me, because I want to reassure her, because I want to reassure me, because I 

want to hold her without words until our breathing calms down and becomes 

as one. And so we are, embracing, feeling her body stuck to mine, with a deep 

contact that covers our thighs, our stomachs, our breasts, when I realize that 

the door of the room is still open, when I make a slight gesture to separate and 

close it gently. Right at the moment when we hear the unmistakable «ding» of 

the elevator, which has stopped at our floor, down the corridor. I stop looking at 

her for a fraction of a second, the time it takes to forcefully push the door shut, 

and when I turn my face back to Yasmeen, her black eyes are exorbitant, they 

shine with a light that I had not seen before, or maybe it is the reflection of my 

fear, which is engulfing me as I try to calm my breathing again and concentrate 

only on those distinctive, deep, wonderful black eyes. While I wait in silence, 

listening to the sound of those steps that go down the hall, trying to guess if 

they are two, or four, or six, maybe eight, feet that walk in our direction, if they 

are to stop in front of the room 336 door, or not. I look again at those black 

eyes, and I hope it is not the last time I do.

Those black eyes that are guilty of everything.
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Those who believe in heaven and hell think that the distance that 
separates them is infi nite. It is not. I’ve been in both and I know 
you can go from one to the other in a minute. In less than a minute.
Some believe that love is infi nite, that it does not end. It is not. I’ve 
seen it dying so many times that I laugh when somebody wants to 
argue otherwise.

I have started 2018 sailing through the sand of this desert where I 
live, looking to the future, intrigued. Looking at my present, per-
plexed, with infi nite surprises, crazy twists of reality, every time my 
heart beats. And it beats at least sixty times per minute.

Two years ago I gave the symbol of infi nity, that lazy laying eight, to 
a person who opened the doors of heaven for me. I also thought it 
would be forever, but the bang of the slamming door still resounds 
in my head, and the sting of the kick with which she took me out of 
paradise. And I still do not know why. Slamming doors and bitter 
kicking I will have, again, in this year that is just beginning. A year 
that won’t be infi nite, except in my wish to fi nd happiness.
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